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WWE Superstar John Cena - A No Holds Barred BiographyJohn Cena: The Doctor Of Thugamonics

- You Can't See Me is the unofficial no holds barred book that chronicles the career, both in and out

of the ring, of one of the most polarizing wrestlers in the history of WWE and pop culture. WWE Hall

Of Famer Gorilla Monsoon coined the phrase, "The irresistible force meets the immovable object."

John Cena, the prototype of the best all around wrestler in WWE History, may very well be the

irresistible force AND the immovable object!For over a decade, John Cena has remained a

mainstay in the world of wrestling, pop culture and sports entertainment as a whole. He has had just

as an impressive career as such wrestlers the likes of Stone Cold Steve Austin, The Rock, David

Arquette, Andy Kaufman and others. What are his secrets? How did he get to the top, and stay on

top?WWE Superstar John Cena is one of the most popular wrestlers of all time. From humble

beginnings, to freestyle rapper, to triumphant title reigns, to reality star - this is your definitive No

Holds Barred John Cena guide. Explore the world of the former WWE World Heavyweight champion

John Cena.The good. The bad. It's all about the founder of the Cena-nation.
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This book was not only eye-opening as it discussed the early years of his life, but it was also

entertaining as it went through the transitiions he made in his career to build himself into one of the

greatest wrestlers who's ever worked the circuits. Though there is a lot of interesting detail that I can

share about his childhood an early years the chapter that Ioved the most was the one that covered

his five greatest battles. They were descibed in such detail it was like seeing them play out in front

of me. With other information like his work with Make-A-Wish, to his love of anime as a kid, and

even why he began lifting weights at the age of 12, this books packs a punch with a lot of

information as well as entertainment. I received this book for free in exchange for my honest opinion

and for me, just like John Cena, it warrants 5 stars.

This book reminds me of how the world of basketball was changed when Dennis Rodman came into

the picture. John Cena was a game changer too, so to speak. Or at least how this book describes

him to be. I'm no wrestling aficionado, and I only know a few names from the business, so it's a

delight to be aware of this this tad bit of information. One could easily grasp that this book is written

precisely and the author must have it proofread for a few times hence, the fluid writing. I also like

how the author took time to explain some words related to wrestling that a non-fan may not deduced

its meaning unless one searches for it on the web. Coupled with a few pictures for better

appreciation. A++ for effort. However, the author focused too much on John Cena's life inside the

ring and covered only a brief about his life outside of it. It would have been great to see another side

of the persona that is Dr. Thugamonics, like how he was involved in a restaurant fiasco which

resulted to a stabbed kidney on his part. Small things like that matter especially if one claims it to be

a "NO HOLDS BARRED BIOGRAPHY". Over all, this book is an okay read. Fans of Cena may be

thrilled as they relive the memories of his start as THE KURT ANGLE asked the immortal question,

"WHO IN THE HELL ARE YOU?"

I am not a wrestling fan but I have seen some of John Cena's films. Although they may not have

been Oscar worthy but they were quite entertaining and action packed. I first got to know more

about him watching the reality show Total Divas. I wanted to learn more about him after seeing

glimpses of what he's like outside of the big screen. Luckily, I found this book. It was an entertaining

read. I was quite surprised that I enjoyed it a lot. The book talks about John's early childhood, his



transition to the wrestling world and how he worked to make himself a big name in the industry he

loved so much. I learned so much about him but I also learned a lot about perseverance, hard work

and dedication. All of which he exhibited working his way to the top. It's a good read and one for

John Cena fans.

This is a good book and shows how and why John Cena is one of the greatest wrestlers of all time.

It is a well formatted and well laid out look over his career of, essentially putting people over and

being a great role model. (what Hogan tried to do - except the whole part about putting people over).

The book also goes into some things that weren't exactly focused on by WWE or the media as a

whole. The writer seems to be someone with inside experience by use of his various insider terms

and his ability to analyze the career of John Cena in a seemingly unbiased manner. LET'S GO

CENA - CENA SUCKS!

This is one of the better takes on John Cena that I've seen in a while. It doesn't portray John Cena

as this mighty hero savior of the WWE, but it also doesn't criticize him endlessly, either (that's the

"in" thing to do these days) - It's a well, put together account on how, quite logically, John Cena has

become, realistically, dare some say, the greatest of all time. This book doesn't say exactly that, but

you can't argue with facts.Merchandise numbers, ratings, endorsements, publicity - it's all of what

being the best is all about. Cena's done it, is doing it, continues to do it and has done it for a long

time. Longer than most who puts up the numbers he does. I like the glossary of terms for marks like

me who don't know every insider term out there.Good book. nice illustrations, too.

This was a good book. I have been a wrestling fan since I was little so I enjoy reading these stories.

Fun book on John Cena. The guy is a legend! Does a great job on showing his climb to WWE

My daughter loved it!!!
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